December 15, 2021

Ed Wheeler’s “Christmas Classics”

From the Editor, . . . . .
While searching for something interesting which I
could mold into an appropriate editorial, I stumbled
upon a treasure - delightful, artistically created
Christmas cards by Ed Wheeler (story to follow).
I spent several hours on a cold and windy day distracted while
viewing his entertaining collection of cards appropriately titled
“Christmas Classics”. The dreary day flew by, and more importantly,
my spirit was lifted.
On this page and others to
follow you’ll find some of
Wheeler’s Christmas Classics
which I’m excited to share
with you.

Have a Joyful Christmas!

Inspired by Mary Cassatt’s “In The Loge”, 1878
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Annual

MEMBERSHIP RENEWEL
It’s that time of year when WAG members need to renew their membership.
Please take a moment to complete and forward your 2022 Membership renewal form.
Click on the link below to renew online today.
https://whatcomartguild.org/product/wag-membership-renewal/
Or, if you prefer to mail a check with a renewal form filled out, click on the below link
to download a membership form and forward it to the address provided below.
https://whatcomartguild.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/WAG_brochure_2019.pdf

Whatcom Art Guild
P.O. Box 3005
Bellingham, WA 98227

Current 2021 WAG memberships will expire December 31, 2021.
Absolute cut off for the Winter edition of the membership directory is 1/15/22.
The next published directory will be in the spring.
Absolute cut off to continue getting WAG newsletters is 2/28/22.

These are membership perks so get those renewals in :)
Questions regarding membership can be sent to membership@whatcomartguild.org
Tracy Webster
WAG Membership Director

Ed Wheeler’s Santa Classics
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Artist and photographer Ed Wheeler has been dressing up as Santa Claus
for years and posing in hilarious compositions. He started over 20 years ago
with yearly client Christmas mailers portraying him dressed up while doing
non-Santa-like activities – driving a sports car, graffiti painting a wall, or
getting a tattoo.

It was in 2011, though, when the festive photographer decided to take his work a step further and
incorporate Santa Claus into classical masterpieces like Emanuel Leutze’s famed Washington
Crossing The Delaware painting (above).
According to Wheeler, his re-imaginings known as "Santa Classics" pay homage to the original
paintings while offering art lovers an additional reason to smile.

Ed Wheeler’s Santa Classics

Inspired by Archibald Willard’s

“Spirit of 76”

Inspired by Edgar Degas’
“Dance Class”
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Ed Wheeler’s Santa Classics

Inspired by Winslow Homer’s
“The Life Line”

Inspired by Monet’s
“Water Lilly Pond”
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Ed Wheeler’s Santa Classics

Inspired by Pierre Auguste Renior’s
“Dance at Bougival”

Inspired by Da Vinci’s “The Vitruvian Man”
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Ed Wheeler’s Santa Classics
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Inspired by Pierre Toulouse-Lautrec’s-At the Moulin Rouge

“The Dance”

Inspired by Jean-Francois Millet’s
“The Gleamers”

To View more of Wheeler’s Christmas
Classics, click on the below link.

Gallery 1 — Santa Classics (squarespace.com)
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Marilyn Endres and Eucled Moore have been
working with wood for over 26 years. Their studio
and gallery is located in Driftwood, Texas.
Eucled began his woodworking journey while living in Africa, where his father was a
missionary. There was a woodshop at the mission where Eucled learned basic shop skills
and turning from his father. Being the perfectionist that he is, he went on to refine the
technique of segmented turning, also known as polychromatic turning which is a form of
woodturning on a lathe where the initial workpiece is composed of multiple parts glued
together.
The process involves gluing several pieces of wood to create patterns and visual effects in
projects.

Marilyn learned basic woodworking skills by helping design and construct her house when
she was 19. That was it! She knew then that she loved designing and creating in wood. Her
turning skills developed when she began making high-end kaleidoscopes which she marketed
at fine craft galleries across the country.
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They only utilize the natural colors of the woods. The intricate patterns in their pieces are
created by gluing thousands of separate segments accurately into position one layer at a
time, then refining the shape on the lathe.
Precision is crucial in every aspect of the construction process, and each piece needs to be
milled to exacting dimensions.
“Beaded Mandala” 22” x 5” Segmented Wood Turnings.
Woods used are Curly Maple, Wenge, African Mahogany
and Australian Lacewood. Vessel is inlayed with a
micro-mosaic created with over 55,000 European glass
beads placed one at a time.

“Beaded Mandala”. 29” diameter Segmented
Wood Turnings.
Woods used are Wenge, Bigleaf Maple Burl,
Padouk, Mesquite, and Redwood Lace Burl.

“Beaded Homage to Indian Textiles. 18” diameter
Segmented Wood Turnings.
Woods used are Wenge, Curly Maple, Padouk and
Australian Lacewood. Inlayed with over 60,000 glass
European beads placed one at a time.
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This Winter Juried Exhibit is one of the Jansen’s largest yet,
featuring over 100 pieces from 49 artists.
Congratulations to WAG artists Bev Davis, Stephanie Strong, Jean Kinney
and Joyce Norfolk who had their work juried into this exhibit.

Beverly Davis
“Raven

Contemplation”
Acrylic on Claybord 16”x 20”

Stephanie Strong
“The

Moose”
Silk Painting 12″ x 12″

Beverly Davis
“Tea

Time”
Watercolor on wood panel 9″ x 12″

Stephanie Strong
“Early

Bird Crow”
Silk Painting 10″ x 8″
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Stephanie Strong

Stephanie Strong

Endangered Species”
Silk Painting 15” x 12”

Silk Painting 28″ x 22″

“Mountain Sunset”

“The Cormorant-an

Jean Kinney

Mardi Gras Santa Claus
Pastel on Sanded Paper 12″ x 9″
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Joyce Norfolk

Joyce Norfolk

“Prismatic”

“Sacred Ground”

Colored pencil, watercolor, ink
11 1/2″ x 8 1/2″

Colored pencil, watercolor, ink
13 1/2″ x 10 1/2″

Jean Kinney

“Accordion Man”
Pastel on Sanded Paper 12″ x 9″

To view all 100 entries in the Winter Juried Exhibit click on the below link.
Winter Juried Exhibit – Jansen Art Center
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Nathan Paul Myhrvold, formerly Chief Technology Officer at
Microsoft, is co-founder of Intellectual Ventures and the
principal author of Modernist Cuisine and its successor books.
Myhrvold was listed as co-inventor on 17 U.S. patents at
Microsoft and is co-inventor on over 900 other U.S. patents
issued to his corporation and its affiliates.

Since his retirement from Microsoft, photographer and scientist Nathan Myhrvold has
developed what he bills as the “highest resolution snowflake camera in the world.”
Recently, he released a series of images taken using his creation, a prototype that
captures snowflakes at a microscopic level never seen before.
A snowflake is not only miniscule (most snowflakes measure less than a half-inch in
diameter) but also quick to melt. In fact, a snowflake's tendency to disintegrate was one
of the biggest challenges Myhrvold had to overcome with this project. His solution:
equipping his 50-pound camera system with a thermoelectric cooling system, a carbon
fiber frame and LED lights, which give off less heat than standard lights.

“Ice Queen”
by Nathan Myhrvold

Myhrvold’s camera
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Obviously, some locales are better suited for snowflake photography than others.
For example, snowflakes in the Pacific Northwest, where Myhrvold is based, aren’t
nearly cold enough and either melt or sublimate (when ice turns to gas) too quickly,
while on the East Coast, they’re too wet due to the humidity in the air, which can
cause snowflakes to stick together. So, Myhrvold ventured to an even higher latitude
with perfect conditions - Timmins, a town in northeastern Ontario, Canada.
He quickly learned that catching them on a
glass microscope slide wouldn’t work; glass is a
known insulator. But an artificial sapphire
slide, made of the same crystal material as one
would find in a high-end watch, had a lower
thermal conductivity ratio than glass, making it
the perfect material to gather specimens.

Myhrvold catching snowflakes.
In order to get the snowflake on the
sapphire slide, he first had to catch one. A
piece of foam board that he painted black
and clamped onto to the end of a mop
handle did the trick. Once enough
snowflakes fall onto the board, Myhrvold
does a quick visual inspection of the
specimens before deciding which one is
best suited for his purposes. He then
transfers it over to the sapphire slide using
a small sable brush, similar to what
watercolorists use when painting the finest
of details.

“No Two Alike”
by Nathan Myhrvold
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Once safely on the slide, he focuses his microscope to take the photograph, changing
the exposure one micron at a time.
(For reference, the width of a human hair measures approximately 70 microns.)

On average, Myhrvold photographs each snowflake more than 100 times before the
snowflake starts to melt. Using specialized computer software, he combines multiple
photographs of a single specimen to create the final photograph.

“Yellowknife Flurry”
by Nathan Myhrvold

“No Two Alike”
by Nathan Myhrvold

A successful photo is usually the result of 100 photographs put together using computer
software. “You have to take many photos in order to get a high enough resolution,
because many photos put together are required to create enough depth of field to see an
entire snowflake very sharply.”

“No two snowflakes are alike, and only one out of every thousand
snowflakes is perfect enough to photograph,” says Nathan.
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Christmas Lights - Thomas Edison may be famous for the light bulb, but it was his
partner and friend, Edward Hibberd Johnson, who had the bright idea of stringing
bulbs around a Christmas tree in New York in 1882.
Over at the Edison shop, Johnson saw an opportunity.
Setting up a tree by the street-side window of his parlor,
Johnson hand-wired 80 red, white and blue light bulbs
and strung them together around it, and placed the trunk
on a revolving pedestal, all powered by a generator.
By 1914, the lights were being mass produced and now
some 150 million sets of lights are sold in the U.S. each year.

How Christmas Trees Got Their Start - Long before the advent of Christianity,

plants and trees that remained green all year had a special meaning for people
in the winter. Just as people today decorate their homes during the festive season
with pine, spruce, and fir trees, ancient peoples hung evergreen boughs over their
doors and windows. In many countries it was believed that evergreens would
keep away witches, ghosts, evil spirits, and illness.
Most 19th-century Americans found Christmas
trees an oddity.
The first record of one being on display was in
the 1830s by the German settlers of Pennsylvania,
although trees had been a tradition in many
German homes much earlier. The Pennsylvania
German settlements had community trees as
early as 1747. But, as late as the 1840s Christmas
trees were seen as pagan symbols and not
accepted by most Americans.

1882 Patent for August Wengenbot’s
artificial Christmas tree.
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Boozy Eggnog - Nothing makes the holidays happier more quickly than a glass
of spiked eggnog. Although the yuletide cocktail stems from posset, a drink
made with hot curdled milk and ale or wine from medieval England,
American colonists get credit for making it popular and adding rum.
Even George Washington had a special recipe.

What follows is said to be George Washington‘s original
recipe for eggnog penned out by the man himself some
time after 1789 according to the Old Farmer’s Almanac:
“One quart cream, one quart milk, one dozen tablespoons
sugar, one pint brandy, pint rye whiskey, pint Jamaica
rum, pint sherry — mix liquor first, then separate yolks
and whites of 12 eggs, add sugar to beaten yolks, mix
well. Add milk and cream, slowly beating. Beat whites of
eggs until stiff and fold slowly into mixture. Let set in a
cool place for several days. Taste frequently.”

The First Christmas Card - In England

in 1843 with the recent expansion of the
British postal system, people were
sending record amounts of Christmas
greeting letters (at a penny each). The
number of Christmas letters which
educator Henry Cole was receiving was
causing him much anxiety since in
England it was considered rude to not
respond in kind.
To avoid having to author a letter to each he received, Cole had an artist
friend sketch an image he had in his mind. Cole then took the triptych
illustration showing a family at the table celebrating the holiday flanked
by images of people helping the poor - and had a thousand copies made by
a London printer. The image was printed on a piece of stiff cardboard
5 1/8 x 3 1/4 inches in size. At the top of each was the salutation“TO:____”
allowing Cole to personalize his responses, which included the generic
greeting “A Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year To You.”
This is considered the first Christmas card.
Henry Cole’s first card was a convenient way for him to speak to his many friends
and associates without having to draft long, personalized responses to each.
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Christmas Stockings - It is said that the tradition of hanging stockings originated

in Asia Minor around 300 A.D. A nobleman named Nicholas who never married,
used his wealth to help impoverished and suffering people. Although he loved
children, he had none of his own, thus he often regaled those children who lived in
his hometown. St. Nicolas, as he became known, was very modest and always gave
his presents late at night in order to protect his identity. And children were often
told to go and sleep or otherwise St. Nicolas wouldn’t visit them.

One of the legends regarding Christmas
stockings takes us to a small village where the
destiny of a once wealthy merchant and his
daughters changed overnight when they fell
into poverty. The father was worried about
the future of his children and afraid that he
wouldn’t be able to provide dowries for their
marriages. At that time, this meant certain
humiliation due to the impossibility of
wedlock.
When St. Nicholas traveled to the merchants
village, he learned about the sad story of the
merchant and his daughters.

When he was told that the merchant would not accept any gifts of charity,
St. Nicholas stopped at the merchant’s home and threw three bags filled with
gold coins down the chimney. The bags fell down right into the girls’ stockings
which were hung by the fireplace mantle to dry. The next morning, the
daughters and their father discovered the coins and jumped for joy. The
young women married happily and prospered. The details of their story
spread among the villagers, whose children then began hanging their
stockings by the fireplace, hoping to receive presents from St. Nicholas as well.
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The below art-related items are being offered for sale by WAG member JoAnne Wyatt.
Forward inquiries via email at jsw4804@gmail.com, Subject “Art Tools For Sale”.

Art Bins $20 each

Metal Easel $20

Card Rack $35

Wood Easel $15

Table Easels $15 each

Easels $15 each
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Drone picture of “Dawn Redwood” trees in Zhongshan, China, which are standing in a shallow lake.

Sequoia Redwood is
an evergreen tree.

Dawn Redwood, is
a deciduous tree.

Metasequoia, or Dawn Redwood, is a genus of fast-growing deciduous trees,
one of three species of conifers known as redwoods.

The Dawn Redwood, was thought for hundreds of years to be extinct. Unlike other
evergreen redwood trees which grow on California’s coast (pictured above left), the
Dawn Redwood is deciduous; in the fall its needles turn a brilliant orange, then fall
to the ground.
Fossils of the species are common in the Northern Hemisphere, but there was no
known evidence that it existed after the Miocene Epoch, which ended more than
5 million years ago.
The tree was thought to have been long extinct until 1944, when a giant Dawn
Redwood was discovered in south central China. More were found in surrounding
lowlands, and today the tree is a popular ornamental in many parts of the world.

-30Seylah

